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Abstract. Targeted proteomic assays are becoming increasingly popular because of
their robust quantitative applications enabled by internal standardization, and they
can be routinely executed on high performance mass spectrometry instrumentation.
However, these assays are typically limited to 100s of analytes per experiment.
Considerable time and effort are often expended in obtaining and preparing samples
prior to targeted analyses. It would be highly desirable to detect and quantify 1000s of
analytes in such samples using comprehensive mass spectrometry techniques (e.g.,
SWATH and DIA) while retaining a high degree of quantitative rigor for analytes with
matched internal standards. Experimentally, it is facile to port a targeted assay to a
comprehensive data acquisition technique. However, data analysis challenges arise

from this strategy concerning agreement of results from the targeted and comprehensive approaches. Here, we
present the use of genetic algorithms to overcome these challenges in order to configure hybrid targeted/
comprehensive MS assays. The genetic algorithms are used to select precursor-to-fragment transitions that
maximize the agreement in quantification between the targeted and the comprehensive methods. We find that
the algorithm we used provided across-the-board improvement in the quantitative agreement between the
targeted assay data and the hybrid comprehensive/targeted assay that we developed, as measured by param-
eters of linear models fitted to the results. We also found that the algorithm could perform at least as well as an
independently-trainedmass spectrometrist in accomplishing this task.We hope that this approachwill be a useful
tool in the development of quantitative approaches for comprehensive proteomics techniques.
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Introduction

Targeted proteomic assays are becoming increasingly pop-
ular because of their robust quantitative applications en-

abled by introduction of stable isotope-labeled (SIL) internal
standards, reproducibility of analyte detection, and
‘designability’ to answer specific questions, or monitor biolog-
ical processes [1–4]. It is becoming common to execute these
assays on high performancemass spectrometry instrumentation
(high resolution, accurate mass) in addition to the traditional

triple quadrupole instrumentation. When executed on high
performance MS instruments, targeted approaches record the
full MS/MS spectrum of all fragment ions generated from a
given dissociation technique. The technique goes by various
monikers such as parallel reaction monitoring (PRM), MRM-
HR (multiple reaction monitoring-high resolution), HR-MRM,
etc. Use of full scan MS/MS spectra in targeted assays allows
for selection of many interference-free transitions for quantifi-
cation and unambiguous identification of analytes, including
localization of sites of post-translational modifications on pep-
tides [5]. Although perhaps not as sensitive as triple quadrupole
instrumentation, high resolution instrumentation allows for
more selectivity and less potential for interference.

Targetedmethods have been used extensively for biomarker
verification studies [6–10] and are emerging for acquisition of
assay panels with specific analytical purposes. For example,
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the emergence of Bsentinel assays^ to study the changes in
specific biological processes or activation of signaling path-
ways demonstrates an increasing role for targeted proteomics
in biology [4, 11, 12]. In almost all cases, great care is placed in
the selection of samples and their associated biochemical prep-
aration prior to analysis. In some applications, specific bio-
chemical enrichments are performed to isolate special popula-
tions of analytes, such as phosphopeptides. Yet targeted anal-
yses are typically limited to detection of only ~100s of analytes
in a single assay of reasonable laboratory time scale (~1–2 h).
The practical limits are typically set by hardware duty cycle and
scheduling requirements. Deeper interrogation of carefully pre-
pared samples would be highly desirable.

Several methods exist to overcome these limits. The sim-
plest method is to re-analyze a sample in multiple targeted
assays, at the cost of increased time and subject to exhaustion
of the sample. A new method has been proposed by Domon
and colleagues that relies on real-time triggering of targeted
assays based on detection of internal standard signals, but this
method requires that all possible targets are determined prior to
analysis, have readily available internal standard peptides, and
may be limited to certain hardware platforms [13].

Comprehensive mass spectrometry techniques such as data-
independent acquisition (DIA) and SWATH [14, 15] hold great
promise for deep interrogation of samples with reproducible
detection of analytes across large sample sets. However, most
quantitative applications of these comprehensive techniques
have been limited to label-free modes with attendant difficul-
ties in longitudinal quantitative sample comparison over
months or years. We sought to take advantage of this mode
of data acquisition but with robust quantification for a panel of
analytes for which we had previously configured a PRM assay
and had obtained SIL internal standard peptides [11]. This
assay focuses on phosphosignaling and contains a phospho-
peptide enrichment step prior to analysis. In a perfect world, we
would run each sample twice, once in PRM-mode (to get the
best possible quantification on the selected panel) and once in
DIA-mode (to identify and quantify additional analytes not
found in the original panel design). However, this comes at a
2× cost in instrument time, and for high throughput labs that
analyze large numbers of samples, this may not be feasible. So
we searched for a compromise method where we could expe-
rience the benefits of SIL quantification for the selected panel
of analytes plus the ability to mine for additional analytes after
data analysis while keeping acquisition time the same. A hybrid
targeted/comprehensive MS assay would allow us to quantify
our assay panel while preserving the ability to re-interrogate for
new analytes of high value to signaling studies after data
acquisition.

As a first step, we wanted to ensure that the ratio-metric
quantification of our analyte panel agreed between the targeted
and comprehensive approaches. Although in practice it was
very easy to acquire data using the comprehensive BDIA^
technique (with the added benefit of obviating any scheduling
requirements), robust quantification of our analyte panel
proved to be more difficult. More specifically, the quantitative

ratios derived by comparing the signals from endogenous
analytes to SIL standards in the DIA assay did not agree with
the gold standard fully targeted and scheduled PRM assay
when attempting to use identical transitions for quantification.
Several obvious factors contributed to this disagreement. First,
in many cases both the endogenous and SIL standard are co-
isolated in the same precursor window. Therefore, any frag-
ments selected that did not carry a SIL amino acid in the
internal standard were effectively unfit for quantification. Sec-
ond, the wider precursor isolation windows attendant to the
comprehensive technique introduce more possibilities for in-
terference from co-eluting analytes.

We sought to develop an automated way to pick transitions
for quantification from comprehensive MS data that would
maximize quantitative agreement with the targeted implemen-
tation of our assay. We turned to genetic algorithms as a means
of sampling a large number of combinations of transitions
without an exhaustive search. Genetic algorithms have been
used since the 1970s in a wide variety of optimization prob-
lems. Here, we demonstrate their application to the problem of
developing a quantitative framework for a hybrid targeted/
comprehensive MS assay.

Experimental
Methods

Cell Culture and Samples HME-1 and MDA-MB-231 cells
were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). The com-
pounds PD0325901, WYE125132, Torin, GDC0941, and
MK2206 were the generous gift of Dr. Peter Sorger (Harvard
Medical School). All other compounds were obtained from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells were grown according to
ATCC recommendations (MEBM medium + MEGM supple-
ment kit (Lonza Biologics, Hopkinton, MA, USA) for HME-1
and DMEM + 10% fetal bovine serum for MDA-MB-231) at
37 °C/5%CO2. Cells were grown to >90% confluence and then
the medium was supplemented with compounds. Cells were
treated for 3 h under each of the following conditions:
PD0325901 at 6, 30, and 150 nM, WYE125132 at 20, 100,
and 100 nM, Torin at 10, 50, and 250 nM, GDC0941 @ 1, 5,
and 25 μM, MK2206 at 2, 10, and 50 μM, and a control
condition consisting of 0.1% DMSO (equivalent to the final
concentration of DMSO for the delivered compounds). Treat-
ments were performed in biological triplicate. These samples
were generated for another study, and not every sample was
analyzed by DIA (see below).

Samples were processed exactly as in [11]. Briefly: cells
were lysed, protein yield was measured, and 500 μg of protein
from each sample was subjected to proteolytic digestion with
trypsin, peptide desalting, phosphopeptide enrichment, and a
final desalting of the enriched phosphopeptides prior to intro-
duction of SIL peptide standards in the final resuspension
buffer (3% acetonitrile/5% formic acid) prior to MS analysis.
In the end, 42 unique biological samples were analyzed by both
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the PRM and DIA acquisition methods for purposes of this
study (a total of 84 LCMS runs, see below).

Parallel Reaction Monitoring (PRM) MS Data Acquisition
Twenty percent of each sample was subjected to targeted
PRM LCMS analysis for the 96 core phosphopeptide analytes
in our assay as described in [11] using a Q-Exactive HF mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
The only key difference from the methods published in [11] is
that Full MS resolution was set to 60,000 and MS/MS resolu-
tion was set to 15,000 because of the different operating reso-
lutions of the Q-Exactive HF instrument as compared with the
instrument used in [11].

Data Independent Acquisition (DIA) MS Data Acquisition
Thirty percent of each sample was subjected DIA LCMS
analysis using the same Q-Exactive HF mass spectrometer as
follows. LC conditions were identical to those stated in [11],
and DIA analyses were performed Bback-to-back^ with their
associated PRM analyses. Spray voltage was set to +2.0 kV.
The MS acquisition cycle was 1 full MS scan followed by 27
MS/MS scans using the BDIA^ loop count method functional-
ity (set to 27) of the Xcalibur instrument control and acquisition
software. Full scan parameters: range 300–1200m/z, resolution
60,000, AGC target 3e6, maximum IT 20 ms, and data were
acquired in profile mode. DIA MS/MS scan parameters: reso-
lution 30,000, AGC target 1e6, maximum IT 40 ms, default
charge state z = 4, isolation width 22.0m/z, normalized colli-
sion energy = 26, and data were acquired in centroid mode. The
inclusion list consisted of 56 entries where the first entry was
~411.4m/z, and the successive 27 entries added 22m/z units to
this value, then the 29th entry was 400.4, and the successive 27
entries (entries 30–56) added 22m/z units to this value. Thus,
the range from 400 to 1000m/z is traversed twice per inclusion
list cycle with a 50% offset in windows from the first instance
to the second. Four peptides could not be detected using the
DIA technique and, thus, subsequent analyses were limited to
92 analytes.

Analysis of PRM and DIA Data PRM data were imported
into a Skyline [16] template identical to that provided in [11]
and manual peak boundary refinement was performed. The
light-over-heavy ratios for the 92 remaining analytes for each
of the 42 samples were exported from Skyline. For DIA data,
we generated a Skyline document where all possible fragment
ions [b, y, and neutral losses of phosphoric acid (–98 Da)
therefromwhere chemically possible] were allowed to populate
the document (this resulted in a very large Skyline document).
Raw data were then imported and peak boundaries where
refined where necessary (again, the Skyline data file was very
large). Spectral libraries (containing both observed transitions
and retention times) were used in this study to assist with peak
group assignment, but played no role in the process of selecting
suitable transitions to create the best agreement between PRM-

mode and DIA-mode peak area ratios. We subsequently
exported the light and heavy intensities of each transition for
each analyte in each sample. These data are available in the
Supplemental Sourcecode and Data Examples.

Genetic Algorithm Implementation The genetic algorithm for
transition selection was implemented in R using the GA pack-
age [17]. The input to the algorithm was (1) a table of ratios for
each of the 92 peptides in each of the 42 samples as determined
by PRM from Skyline, and (2) a table of the fragment intensi-
ties for each of the 92 peptides in each of the 42 samples as
determined by DIA from Skyline. Parameters for running the
algorithm were as follows: maxiter = 500, run = 50, popSize =
500, pcrossover = 0.9, pmutation = 0.5, elitism = 0.1.

Each peptide in the data set was considered separately. One-
third of the data (14 samples) were held out (both PRM and
DIA) at random as a test set. Trivial fragment ions (intensity of
0 in all samples) were discarded. After every round, ratios were
computed from the selected subsets of DIA fragments in the
samemanner that Skyline computes ratios from light and heavy
intensities (intensity-weighted average of ratios) and the sum-
squared-difference between the corresponding ratios of PRM
samples was computed. The objective of the algorithm was to
minimize this quantity. A set of transitions is considered a
Bsolution.^ If, after convergence, more than one solution was
found with equivalent optimal fitness, the solution with the
least number of fragments was selected. If two or more solu-
tions had equivalent optimal fitness and equivalent number of
fragments, one solution was selected at random. More details
are given in the Theory section below, and source code and
input files are available as supplementary materials. Although
third parties are free run the algorithm, the exact nature of the
final solutions for each peptide may differ due to the random
selection of holdout data and the random nature of the genetic
algorithm itself.

Theory

The formal task at hand is, for a given analyte, to identify a set
of transitions in comprehensive MS (DIA) data that will repro-
duce the same ratios from the targeted (PRM) assay as calcu-
lated by our typical analytical software (Skyline). The set of
transitions for the PRM assay has been previously determined
and is published elsewhere [11, and on-line at https://
p a n o r a m a w e b . o r g / l a b k e y / p r o j e c t / L I N C S /
AbelinSupplemental/begin.view?]. The entire set of theoretical
transitions and their associated intensities (as extracted by
Skyline from DIA data) are available for picking, from b1…
bn-1 and y1…yn-1, where n is the length of the peptide.
Transitions representing the neutral loss of phosphoric acid
are also available where theoretically possible, and multiple
charge states may be considered for each transition.

Consider a single peptide analyte. For a set of samples
where measurements exist for both PRM and DIA acquisition
methods, we can define an optimization problem where we
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seek to minimize the sum of squared differences between the
log-transformed ratios of endogenous analyte to SIL internal
standard from each method, Equation 1:

min
Xm

i¼1

log rDi − log rPið Þ2 ð1Þ

where m is the total number of samples, rDi is the ratio com-
puted using a selected set of transitions from DIA data in
sample i, and rPi is the ratio using the established set of
transitions from PRM data in sample i.

Genetic algorithms simulate many rounds of breeding in
silico and borrow concepts from real genetics, using probabil-
ities of cross-over, mutation, and selection (survival) as param-
eters (Figure 1a). For the purpose of leveraging this technique,
we define the following equivalencies: each transition is a gene,
a set of transitions is a chromosome, a mutation is a random
addition or subtraction of a gene (transition), and a cross-over
adds or removes one or more genes (transitions) from a chro-
mosome in analogy to a real meiotic cross-over event (Fig-
ure 1b). Fitness is calculated as the reciprocal of the quantity
calculated in Equation 1, and the genetic algorithm maximizes
fitness by successive rounds of breeding. At the first round,
chromosomes are initialized with random genes (transitions).

After each round, random mutations and cross-overs among
chromosomes can occur. A percentage of the combinations are
then selected for continuation to the next round (survival). The
algorithm converges if no increase in fitness can be obtained
after a set number of iterations.

Results and Discussion
We first acquired data from our targeted PRM assay and
comprehensive DIA assay on the same samples (back-to-back
injections to minimize systematic differences) to assess the
scope of issues with porting from a PRM to a DIA data
acquisition strategy. Importantly, there was a wide dynamic
range of ratios (endogenous light-to-heavy internal standard)
for each analyte across the sample set, which was useful for
the subsequent optimization problem and line fitting.

We present examples of two peptides from this study to
illustrate these challenges in Figure 2. Ideally, log-log plots of
ratios between the PRM and DIA versions of the assay would
have a slope of 1 with an intercept of 0, indicating perfect
agreement. Figure 2a shows that for the peptide
ALG(pS)PTKQLLPCEMACNEK, there is generally good cor-
relation and linearity between the PRM and DIA ratios obtained
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SelectionCrossoverMutation
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Figure 1. (a)Schematic illustration of the functionality of a genetic algorithm. The genetic operations are highlighted in the grey box.
Adapted from [17]. (b) Illustration of a Bcrossover^ event for transition selection. Each Bchromosome^ contains a set of Bgenes^
(transitions). Here, the cyan chromosome Bcrosses over^ in several places with the purple chromosome, recombining their Bgenes^
to form two new chromosomes. The contributions of the original chromosomes can be seen from their backbone color in the new
chromosomes. In this context, chromosomes are just proxies for sets of transitions to be evaluated for goodness of fit in comparing
PRM to DIA data
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from the assay (r2 = 0.78 for a simple linear fit) without further
transition optimization. However, there is a significant dampen-
ing of the response factor (slope = 0.39) and a substantial offset
of the intercept (intercept = –1.43), with the DIA ratio being
over-reported by >2.5-fold. Figure 2b illustrates a similar pattern
for the peptide SP(pS)PAHLPDDPKVAEK, with a dampening
of response by almost a factor of 10x, an offset of >2-fold, and
poor correlation between the ratios (r2 = 0.55). The aggregate
statistics across 92 peptides in the assay mirrored these trends,
with the median slope ~0.3 and median intercept ~ –1.0. We
concluded that further optimization of the transitions selected for
quantification by the comprehensive DIA assay was required.

To perform the optimization, we used a genetic algorithm as
described above in the Theory section, with extracted ion
intensities from Skyline as the underlying data. Using a total
of 42 matched PRM and DIA data files, we considered each
peptide independently, and trained on a random set of 2/3 of the
data (28 samples) while holding out 1/3 of the data (14 sam-
ples) for assessment. The training and test sets were randomly
selected (and different) for each peptide so as to avoid any
systematic biases introduced by the samples themselves. The
training algorithm was allowed to iterate (each iteration being a
new generation) up to 500 times, but was considered converged
if the fitness value did not increase for 50 consecutive genera-
tions. For a small number of peptides, we also investigated
whether repeatedly running the algorithm for each peptide
(bootstrapping up to 10 times to avoid Bjackpot^ effects and

local minima) was necessary, but found that the overall fitness
of the different repeats was generally the same and that the
models converged to extremely similar solutions (data not
shown). Due to the added time necessary for extensive
bootstrapping, we discontinued this after our initial evalua-
tions. In the cases of ties, where more than one set of transitions
generated identical fitness values, solutions with fewer transi-
tions were selected. For further ties, where identical fitness
values and number of transitions were part of the solution, the
first one from the default output order of the R package was
selected.

In Figure 2c, d, we illustrate the improvements after transi-
tion selection by the genetic algorithm for the same peptides
shown in Figure 2a, b. For ALG(pS)PTKQLLPCEMACNEK,
the new parameters of the linear fit were slope = 0.97, intercept
= –0.06, with r2 = 0.98, extremely close to the ideal parameters
(Figure 2c). This model contained 33 transitions and correctly
excluded all transitions where the heavy standard did not bear
an isotopically-labeled amino acid. For this particular peptide,
our heavy standard contains a labeled lysine in the 7th position.
The first b-series ion selected in the model is b[–98]7

+ (–98
indicating the loss of phosphoric acid). We also highlight the
training data (black symbols) and the test data (red symbols)
separately for the peptide, although the line fit parameters were
computed using both sets together. In general, parameters of
lines fit to training data alone were closer to ideal than those fit
to test data or combined training and test data. Thus, the hold-
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Figure 2. Prior to selection of transitions with the genetic algorithm, linear fitting comparisons of PRM to DIA data are shown when
all possible transitions are used to quantify the DIA data for the peptides (a) ALG(pS)PTKQLLPCEMACNEK, and (b)
SP(pS)PAHLPDDPKVAEK; (c) and (d) show the same linear fits after selection of transition sets with the genetic algorithm for the
same peptides, respectively
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out of test data gives us more realistic characterization of the
performance of the selection algorithm and minimizes the
effects of overtraining.

Wecanalso see improvements forSP(pS)PAHLPDDPKVAEK
(Figure2d).For thispeptide, the final line fit parameterswere slope=
0.91, intercept = –0.23,with r2 = 0.95,with themodel containing 20
transitions. It should be noted that in this particular case, the hold-out
sethappenedtocontainthreeextremelylowratios(<1/64-fold)where
noise is likely toaffect thequantification inanycase (see redsymbols
in lower left of Figure 2d). This case also illustrates that the selection
algorithm is imperfect. Although this peptide does again contain an
internal isotopic label in the heavy standard at lysine 12, several b-
series ions were selected prior to b12. However, the total intensity
contributed by these transitions was less than 0.1% of the total
intensity of all transitions. Cases like these could be automatically
flagged and removed from solutions if desired.

Beyond these individual peptide illustrations, we character-
ized the aggregate performance across the set of 92 peptides
(Figure 3). We show that the median values and overall distri-
butions of slopes and intercepts improve towards the ideal
values. The median slope improved from 0.27 to 0.92 (Fig-
ure 3a), whereas the median intercept improved from –1.0 to –
0.2 (Figure 3b). The general correlation measure of r2 improved
from 0.65 to 0.94 (Figure 3c). The number of transitions in the
92 models ranged from 4 to 57, with the median number of
transitions selected at 15. We believe that these improvements
are significant given that they were achieved automatically
without further manual intervention and refinement. The set
of all models and their pre- and post-modeling fitting parame-
ters are available in the accompanying Supplemental Data 1.

We went on to compare these results to a set of transitions
that had been selected independently by a targeted proteomics
data analyst from our laboratory. To do this, we extracted ion
intensities from transitions identified by the analyst as being
acceptable for quantification of DIA data for these peptide
analytes in other data sets. The aggregate performance charac-
teristics between the quantification transitions selected by the
genetic algorithm (GA) and those selected independently by an
analyst (IA) for each peptide were essentially indistinguishable:

median slope of 0.92 (GA) versus 0.94 (IA), median intercept
of –0.2 (GA) versus –0.3 (IA), and median r2 of 0.94 (GA)
versus 0.92 (IA). In one case, no ion intensity was present for
the transitions selected by the analyst for a certain peptide but
the genetic algorithm was still able to make successful model
with a slope of 0.87, intercept of –0.61, and r2 of 0.99. We
found it encouraging that algorithm could perform at least as
well as an extremely experienced mass spectrometrist in a
fraction of the time.

Although these early results are promising, the implemen-
tation of algorithmic transition selection could be further im-
proved. As mentioned above, we could implement an explicit
filter to remove ‘disallowed’ transitions where no isotopic
labeled fragment ions are present for heavy standards, or re-
move transitions from consideration that were not observed in
spectral libraries generated from purified synthetic peptides.
We have also noticed (in separate studies) that the biological
background can contribute strongly to the optimal solutions
due to the varying nature of interferences. Therefore, the opti-
mal set of transitions from one cell line or tissue source may
differ from those in another, and retraining of the model may
need to be performed for specific biological matrices.We could
also consider using an interference-detection tool (such as
AuDIT) to help winnow the pool of transitions prior to execu-
tion of the genetic algorithm to reduce the search space and
improve performance [18]. Finally, some peptides only show
marginal improvement after transition selection with the algo-
rithm, and will require manual reconfiguration. These cases
tend to occur where the loss of sensitivity by going to DIA from
PRM affects the ability to quantify low level analytes.

The ability to rapidly port a PRM assay to DIA modality
places a premium on the biological sample collection and prepa-
ration that precedes analysis. The raw data can be mined for new
analytes without sacrificing the original goals of the targeted assay
that is presumably focused on analytes of high value. It also raises
the possibility of using sets of analytes with robust ratio-metric
quantification (those with internal standards from the PRM assay)
for calibration of novel analytes that can be detected by DIA
approaches. Use of these internal standards has precedent in other
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Figure 3. Distributions of linear fitting statistics pre-selection (pink bars) and post-selection (cyan bars) of transition sets using the
genetic algorithm. Line fitting parameters of PRM versus DIA data (as in Figure 2) were computed for (a) slope, (b) intercept, and (c)
r2. Ideal values for these three parameters are m = 1, b = 0, and r2 = 1, respectively
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DIA analysis pipelines, mainly for use as retention time calibrants
[19, 20]. However, we could envision using the internally stan-
dardized analytes for deeper quantification of novel analytes using
a ratio-of-ratios approach. For example, if an internally standard-
ized counterpart with similar intensity, m/z, and retention time
properties can be identified for new analytes extracted from DIA
data, perhaps this information can be leveraged for more robust
longitudinal quantification across large data sets by comparing the
intensity of the novel analyte with that of the established and
standardized analyte.

Conclusions
The implementation of a genetic algorithm framework has
allowed us to significantly streamline the process of porting a
targeted PRM assay to a comprehensive DIA assay. In every case
attempted, we were able to improve the agreement between PRM
and DIA results from the same samples, and we found that the
automated selection of transitions performs equally well as a
hand-curated set selected by an experienced mass spectrometrist.
The major result of this methodology is to bring the ratio-metric
quantification from data acquired by DIA modalities into line
with the more established PRM approach. The automated selec-
tion of transitions for this purpose ensures backward compatibility
of results from one version of the assay to another. Undoubtedly,
future improvements to our implementation of the algorithm can
streamline the process further. Still, matrix-specific models and
careful expert refinement will likely be required to decrease the
chances of interference that are rampant in data collected with
comprehensiveMS approaches.We view the automated selection
approach as a good first step in the process.
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